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SUMMARY/ABSTRACT:  
Meadowfoam (Limnanthes alba) is an oilseed crop in the Willamette Valley of Oregon. The 
spent seeds, a waste product of the vegetable oil industry, contains potentially valuable natural 
products, notably the glucosinolate, glucolimnanthin. Drs. Stevens, Machado, and Reed and Mr. 
Martinez were awarded US Patent No. 8,784,856 for meadowfoam-based bioherbicide products 
on July 22, 2014. Since that award, our research has shifted toward cosmeceutical applications 
of glucolimnanthin-derived products.  We previously studied the breakdown products of 
glucolimnanthin, i.e., 3-methoxy-phenylacetonitrile (MPAN) and 3-methoxybenzylisothiocyanate 
(MBITC), in a skin model of UV-induced DNA damage. We found that both MPACN and MBITC, 
applied topically in solution, protected against DNA damage. However, at higher topical 
concentrations, the protective effect was partially lost due to photo-sensitization. As the loss of 
protection against DNA damage was more pronounced when skin equivalents were exposed to 
MPACN compared to MBITC, we hypothesize that this phenomenon is due to MPACN’s greater 
ability to reach the cellular nucleus. Here we successfully synthesized conjugates of MBITC with 
meadowfoam-derived fatty acids to take advantage of its difference in reactivity. We further 
tested their biological activity and elucidated it photo-protective role in human skin cells against 
solar ultraviolet radiation (UVR) induced DNA damage.   
 
OBJECTIVES: 
The objectives of the proposed study is to (1) synthesize conjugates of MBITC with 
meadowfoam-derived fatty acids to take advantage of its difference in reactivity, (2) test their 
biological activity and (3) determine the photo-protective role in human skin cells to prevent the 
formation of sunburn cells and mitigate UVB induced DNA damage. 
 
PROCEDURES:  
We saponified meadowfoam oil and isolate the resulting mixture of meadowfoam fatty acids 
(MFAs). Using established procedures reported in the literature we mixed MBITC with MFAs in 
equimolar amounts and heated the mixture at 160-170 °C for periods of up to 15 minutes with 
magnetic stirring. The formation of MBITC-MFA amide conjugates was monitored by LC-
MS/MS. After optimization of the yield under various conditions, we produce conjugates at a 
larger scale (0.1-1 gram), purified the products by column chromatography to remove residual 



MBITC and MFAs, and tested the mixture of MBITC-MFA conjugates (hereafter described as 
MBAmide) for biological activity.  
We proposed to determine the biological  activity of MBAmide on mammalian cells and 
performed a dose kinetics study by treating human primary keratinocytes and melanocytes with 
an increasing concentration of MBAmide and then subjecting the cultures to a 10 mJ/cm2 dose 
of UVB irradiation which was based of our previous study (Hyter et al. 2013; Carpenter et al., 
2018). To determine if a longer time period is necessary to observe the effects of MBAmide 
post-UVB irradiation, we further performed a post-UVB time kinetics analysis using an optimal 
concentration of MBITC-MFA as established from 
the dose kinetic study. We hypothesize that 
MBAmide will be an effective UVB absorber and 
mitigate UVB induced cyclobutane pyrimidine 
dimers (CPD) formation. To that end, MBAmide -
treated keratinocytes was exposed to a 5 mJ/cm2 
dose of UVB and samples collected after 24 hrs. 
CPDs was detected by immunostaining with a CPD-
specific antibody (Cosmo Bio, Carlsbad, CA). 
 
 
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE: 
A mixture of MBITC-MFA conjugates (described as MBAmide) has been successfully 
generated. The products are not naturally occurring and their structures have not been 
disclosed publicly. The biological activity of MBAmide on mammalian cells was tested and 
established in a dose kinetics study by treating human primary keratinocytes and melanocytes 
with an increasing concentration of MBAmide in presence or absence of 10 mJ/cm2 dose of 
UVB irradiation. To evaluate whether a longer time period is necessary to observe the effects of 
MBAmide post-UVB irradiation, a post-UVB time kinetics analysis was performed using an 
optimal concentration of MBAmide as determined from the dose kinetic study (Figure 1).  
Further, to test the hypothesize that MBAmide will be an 
effective UVB absorber and mitigate UVB induced DNA 
damage formation, induction of CPDs was detected by 
immunostaining on cells 24 hrs post UV exposure. 
Results indicate a dose dependent UV-absorption 
capacity of MBAmide and revealed a significant 
decrease in CPD formation at a 25 µM concentration of 
MBAmide (Figure 2). The significance of the findings is 
that the MBITC-MFA conjugates could find application 
as natural sunscreens. 
 
ADDITIONAL FUNDING RECEIVED DURING PROJECT 
TERM:  
FUTURE FUNDING POSSIBILITIES:   
Possibilities to obtain additional industry supported funding is currently being explored.  
 

Figure 1: Dose response kinetics for MBAmide in 
absence or presence of 10 mJ/cm2 of UVB. Data 
represents mean± SD of 3 independent replicates.   

Figure 2: Dose dependent inhibition of 
CPD formation by MBAmide in presence of 
5 mJ/cm2 of UVB. Data represents mean± 
SD of 3 independent replicates.   


